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Summary:

Ins ection from Februar 2 throu h Harch 8 1993 Re ort Nos. 50-275 93-03 and
50-323 93-03

Areas Ins ected: The inspection included routine inspections of plant opera-
tions; maintenance and surveillance activities; followup of onsite events,
open items and licensee event reports (LERs); and selected independent
inspection activities. Inspection Procedures 40500, 61726, 62703, 71707,
92700 and 92701, were used as guidance during this inspection.

Safet Issues Hang ement S stem SIHS Items: None

Results:

General Conclusions on Stren ths and Meaknesses

Strengths:

As a result of licensee management involvement, the Unit 2 outage
preparations showed an improvement in control and safety over the past
Unit 1 outage preparations (Paragraph 3).
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Operations response to the Unit 1 circulating water pump ground was
prompt and appropriate (Paragraph 4).

Weaknesses:

An inspector found a gas bottle secured to safety related piping in
preparation for maintenance work (Paragraph 5).

Si nificant Safet Matters:

None

Summar of Violations:

None

0 en Items Summar :

One unresolved item and three followup items were opened. Four items
were closed.



DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Pacific Gas and Electric Com an

G.

W.
*D
*B
*W.
*J
*R

T ~

J.
H.

*D
*S.

M.
*R.

C.
W.
N.

*E.
*D

M. Rueger, Senior Vice President and General Manager,
Nuclear Power Generation Business Unit

D. Townsend, Vice President and Plant Manager, Diablo
Canyon Operations

H. Fujimoto, Vice President, Nuclear Technical Services
B. Miklush, Manager, Operations Services
W. Giffin, Manager, Maintenance Services
G. Crockett, Manager, Technical Services
E. Molden, Instrumentation and Controls Director
P. Powers, Manager, Support Services
L. Grebel, Regulatory Compliance Supervisor
S. Bard, Mechanical Maintenance Director
J. Phillips, E'lectrical Maintenance Director
A. Taggart, Director, guali ty Performance and Administration
R. Fridley, Operations Director
R. Tresler, Nuclear Engineering Services Manager
L. Thierry, Regulatory Compliance Senior Engineer
R. Groff, Technical Services Assistant Manager
T. Rapp, Onsi te Safety Review Group Chairman
Burgess, System Engineering Director
W. Carlsen, Regulatory Compliance Engineer
L. Harris, guality Assurance Engineer

*Denotes those attending the exit interview.

The inspectors also interviewed other licensee employees, including shift
supervisors, shift foremen, reactor and auxiliary operators, maintenance
personnel, plant technicians and engineers, and quality assurance
personnel.

2. 0 erational Status of Diablo Can on Units I and 2

Unit I operated at full power during this inspection period, except for a
50~ power reduction on February 5 in response to a ground in a circulat-
ing water pump power cable. 'An unusual event was declared because
offsite fire response assistance was requested when the source of smoke
in the 12 KV cable spreading room could not be quickly determined. The
smoke was caused by resistor bank heatup (as designed) due to the
electrical ground. Unit I returned to full power on February 9 after
replacement of the failed cable. This event is discussed in detail in
Paragraph 4.

Unit 2 operated at full power until February 28, when it began its end of
core life coastdown. Power had decreased to about 90~ on Narch I, when
high condenser differential pressure occurred due to debris from high
seas. A 50~ power reduction was conducted to allow condenser water box
flushes, for about 20 hours. Power was then increased to about 85~.



Coastdown continued until March 5, when the unit was shut down on

schedule for its fifth refueling outage. At the end of the inspection
period, Unit 2 was being defueled.

3. 0 erati onal Sa fet Verification 71707

a ~ General

During the inspection period, the inspectors observed and examined
activities to verify the operational safety of the licensee's
faci 1 i ty. The observati ons and examinati ons of those acti vi ties

were conducted on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.

On a daily basis, the inspectors observed control room activities to
verify compliance with selected Limiting Conditions for Operation
(LCOs) as prescribed in the facility Technical Specifications (TS).
Logs, instrumentation, recorder traces, and other operational
records were examined to obtain information on plant conditions and
to evaluate trends. This operational information was then evaluated
to determine whether regulatory requirements were satisfied. Shift
turnovers were observed on a sampling basis to verify that all
pertinent information on plant status was relayed to the oncoming
crew. During each week, the inspectors toured accessible areas of
the facility to observe the following:

(1) General plant and equipment conditions

(2) Fire hazards and fire fighting equipment

(3) Conduct of selected activities for compliance with the
licensee's administrative controls and approved procedures

(4) Interiors of electrical and control panels

(5) Plant housekeeping and cleanliness

(6) Engineered safety features equipment alignment and conditions

(7) Storage of pressurized gas bottles

The inspectors talked with control room operators and other plant
personnel. The discussions centered on pertinent topics of general
plant conditions, procedures, security, training, and other aspects
of the work activities.

b. Radiolo ical Protection

The inspectors periodically observed radiological protection
practices to determine whether the licensee's program was being
implemented in conformance with facility policies and procedures and
in compliance with regulatory requirements. The inspectors verified

that health physics supervisors and professionals conducted frequent
plant tours to observe activi ties in progress and were aware of
significant plant activities, particularly those related to radio-



logical conditions and/or challenges. ALARA considerations were
found to be an integral part of each RWP {Radiation Work Permit).

c. Ph sical Securit

Securi ty activities were observed for conformance wi th regul atory
requirements, the site security plan, and administrative procedures,
including vehicle and personnel access screening, personnel badging,
site securi ty force manning, compensatory measures, and protected
and vital area integrity. Exterior lighting was checked during
backshi ft inspecti ons.

d. Pre arati ons for the Uni t 2 Re fuel in Outa e

Before the last Unit 1 outage in August, 1992, inspectors commented
to plant management that outage preparations associated with
scaffolding construction and work on block wall modifications had
resulted in several cases of mispositioned equipment and inadvertent
equipment operation. Although no significant events occurred as a
result, inspectors identified a need for more management and quality
group oversight to avoid similar misposi tioning of equipment during
future outage preparations.

It appeared that additional oversight provided by the licensee was
effective, in that only one instance of equipment misposi tioning
occurred (a non-safety related feeder breaker was de-energized,
immediately identified and returned to service) during preparations
for this Unit 2 outage.

e. Safet S stem Availabilit Durin Unit 2 Outa e

Inspectors noted that safety system availability was being con-
trolled during this Unit 2 refueling outage in a similar manner to
the past Unit 1 outage. The administrative controls were based on
outage risk management, and appeared to appropriately control the
availability of important safety systems during the outage. This
appeared to be an improvement in safety system availability over
previous Unit 2 refueling outages.

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Onsite Event Follow-u 93702

Unusual Event Due to Failure of Unit 1 12 KV Circulatin Water Pum Power
Cable

Around 8:30 p.m. {PST) on February 5, 1993,
Unit 1 12 KV cable spreading room due to an
safety related circulating water pump (CWP)
decreased reactor power to 46~ at a rate of
secured CMP 1-1.

smoke was generated in the
electrical ground in the non-
1-1 power cable. Operators
200 W per minute, and

Generation of Smoke in 12 KV Cable S readin
caused the temperature of the resistor load

Room: The electrical ground
bank (provided to limit fault



current in the event of a significant ground) in the 12 KV cable
spreading room to rise.'he licensee concluded that dust which collected
on the load bank had turned into smoke and actuated the fire alarm. No

equipment in the room was damaged.

At the beginning of the event, when the source of the smoke could not be

quickly determined, the licensee called the California Department of
Forestry, the off-si te agency for fire response. Because an offsi te
agency was contacted, the licensee declared an Unusual Event at 9:06 p.m.
(PST) on February 5, 1993.

Failure of Di ital Rod Position'ndicator Train "A": During the power
reduction, train "A" of the digital rod position indication (DRPI) for
Bank D (9 control rods) failed. At the end of the 54~ power reduction,
operators switched the DRPI to train "B" indication only, which gives
less accurate indications. As a result of the apparent change in Bank D

rod position and less accurate DRPI due to the switch to train "8" only,
the licensee declared Bank D control rods inoperable but trippable,
entered appropriate action statements, and performed an incore flux map.

7

The licensee replaced a faulty logic card, repaired a loose connection,
and returned control rod Bank D to service. The licensee determined that
the rods had responded properly to demand based on plant process computer
graphs of reactor power versus Bank "D" rod motion demand. Therefore,
the licensee considered that the rod control system had always been

operable, and that the abrupt DRPI change from full accuracy to half
accuracy, as a result of the DRPI train "A" failure, had resulted in less
sensitivity to rod motion than previously available. At 10:32 p.m. (PST)
on the same day, the licensee terminated the Unusual Event.

Cable Failure Chronolo : The following is a chronology of failures of
12 KV CWP and 4 KV safety related auxiliary salt water (ASW) pump cables
associated with the cable trench and vaults between the turbine building
and intake structure (this list includes events beyond this inspection
period):

October 29, 1989.

Nay 3, 1992

An in-service electrical ground indication occurred
on the phase A cable to the ASW pump motor 2-2. The

licensee replaced a portion of all three cables. The

licensee was not able to identify the root causes
(NCR DC2-89-EH-N104).

An in-service electrical ground indication occurred
in the 40-foot section of a non-safety related 4 KV

cable extending from a pull box at the intake
structure, which was found to contain a considerable
amount of water, to the Bus 14D transformer. The
licensee replaced this section of the cable. The
licensee was not able to identify the root causes (0E
(0009710).

October 31, 1992 During a Unit 1 outage, an ASW Pump 1-2 cable failed
a high potential test. In the process of replacing
the three power cables, the licensee discovered water



February 5, 1993

Narch 12, 1993

in the ASW Pump 1-2 pull box (BP016), located outside
the Unit 1 side of the turbine building. The cables
had been submerged. The licensee replaced all three
cables on November 1, 1992. The licensee was not
able to identify the root causes (NCR DCI-92-EH-
N054).

An electrical ground occurred on Circuit B of CWP

1-1. There was significant cable jacket degradation
and evidence that the cables had been previously
submerged in water. The licensee replaced a 440-foot
portion of the Circuit 8 cables (all three phases)
from the second pull box to the switchgear in the
turbine building 12 KV switchgear room. The
licensee's root cause investigation was still in
progress at the end of the, inspection period (NCR
DC I-93-EN-N010) .

An electrical ground occurred on one of the two
circuits of CWP 1-2. There was significant cable
jacket degradation and evidence that the cables had
been previously submerged in water. In view of the
recent CWP cable fai lures, the licensee replaced the
cables (all three phases) for both Circuits A and 8
between the switchgear and the second pull box for
CWP 1-2. Likewise, the licensee also replaced the
cables fot circuit A of CWP 1-1. All replaced cables
had jacket deterioration similar to that associated
with the February 5, 1992, electrical ground. (NCR
DC I-93-EN-N010) .

a ~ Licensee's Investi ation Associated with the Februar 5 1993 Event

CII 0: TI i2KU
rated at 15 KV. The cable is an Okoguard-Okoprene cable manufac-
tured by Okonite in 1972. The cable is constructed in several

'oncentric layers. 'The cor'e conductor is surrounded by a continuous
semiconductor sleeve made of ethylene propylene rubber (EPR). This

'leeve acts as conductor shield {screen) and controls the electrical
stress. Then the next layer is approximately 115 mi ls of EPR insu-
lation.'ext to the EPR insulation is an extruded EPR semiconductor
acting as an insulation shield, wrapped with butyl rubber semi-
conductor tape. The semiconductor tape provides a path for the
insulation charging current.'he next layer is a conducting shield
of copper tape, covered by binder tape and then by butyl rubber

, separator tape. The separator tape prevents the copper shield from
attaching to the neoprene jacket. The outside layer is a neoprene
jacket.

The semiconductor tape in the cable minimizes the voltage gradient
on the'EPR insulation and acts as a resistor in an equivalent
circuit, The copper tape provides a ground path for the cable. The
return ground path is through a resistoi load bank in the center tap
of the Y-connection on the secondary of the 25KV/12KV auxiliary



transformer. The resi stor load bank 1imi ts the short circui t
current in a phase-to-ground short. During plant operation, the
resistor load bank allows time for operators to reduce reactor power
before the CWP ground fault current increases high enough to trip
the CWP breaker and challenge safety systems.

The deterioration of the cable jacket, caused by some unknown
agents, allowed the copper shield to corrode. Localized discon-
nections of the semiconductor tape from the copper shield occurred,
resulting in the full 7 KV (the phase voltage of a Y-connection at
the secondary of the 25KV/12KV auxiliary transformer) potential
across the insulation. Short circuits occurred at these localized
spots, resulting a phase-to-ground short.

The electrical ground appeared on the CWP I-l phase B power cable.
The copper shield was corroded with green and red coloration. The

EPR insulation and core conductor did not appeal to have been
damaged.

Conduit Confi uration: There are two six-inch ABS condui ts for each
circulating water pump. Each conduit carries a circuit oF three
cables, one cable for each phase. Circuits A and B were placed in
each of the condui ts, respectively.

The electrical condui ts serving the CWPs and the auxiliary salt
water (ASW) system run in a trench from the turbine building to the
intake structure, a distance of about 2000 feet. Vaults are located
at seven intervals to serve as pull boxes for the condui ts. In the
pull boxes, cable separation is provided by concrete dividers within
the vaults or by cable installation in separate, adjacent vaults.
Between the vaults, the trench containing the condui ts is filled
with sand.

Conditions of the Cable Jackets: The licensee pulled out the three
„ cables of CWP I-I circuit B between the cable vault near the turbine
building and the pull box near, the instrumentation and controls
(I&C) maintenance shop. The length of each of the removed cables
was approximately 440 feet. Approximately 200 feet of each cable
had experienced jacket deterioration. The deteriorated area was

located in the middle of the 440-foot length. The deterioration of
the jacket appeared to be about the same severity for all three
cables.

Laborator Anal si s: The licensee requested three laboratories, its
own Technical and Ecological Services (TES), the vendor (Oakonite),
and an independent commercial laboratory, to analyze samples of the
cables. - The vendor reported that this deterioration of the cable
was unprecedented. Initial analyses indicated that there were no

hydrocarbon or diesel fuel residues on the surface of the cable
jacket. There were much higher than expected concentrations of
chloride on the cables.



To assist in pulling the deteriorated cables, technicians had used
water and later silicone lubricant. The licensee stated that the
silicone may have masked the presence of other chemicals, and the
water could have washed away soluble chemicals.

Identification of Root Causes: Because of the high concentrations
of chloride associated with the failed areas, the licensee indicated
that chloride appeared to be the attacking agent on the cable jacket
and water appeared to be the transport mechanism. One of the cable
vaults associated with the faulted cables, near the turbine build-
ing, had water marks about five feet high on the walls. This was an
indication that the cables had been submerged under approximately
three to four feet of water. All vaults near the turbine building
share a common drain and sump pump. The licensee had not been
maintaining the sump pump, and it was fo'und in an inoperable
condition.

The licensee is continuing investigation of the root causes of the
cable jacket deterioration. The licensee requested the laboratories
to perform analyses to determine if the failure was caused by
manufacturing defects. The laboratories found no voids in the
insulation of the samples of these 12 KV cables. The investigation
of potential manufacturing defects is continuing.

Evidence of Broken Conduit: While pulling the cables, the licensee
pumped about 750 gallons into the conduit at Pull Box Number 2 to
assist with pulling of the cables. None of the water came out into
the vault at the other end of the conduit run near the turbine
building. The licensee concluded that the six-inch ABS conduit
appeared to have been broken.

b. Licensee's Corrective Actions

Restoration of Power to CWP 1-1: The licensee replaced the three
. cables of circuit B between the switchgear and Pull Box Number 2

(near the ISC maintenance shop) with new cables of different jacket
material. The licensee installed the replacement cables in a spare,
dry four-inch conduit located in the same vault.

Prevention of Vault Floodin : The licensee initiated inspection of
the operability of the sump pump on a one to two-month interval,
reviewed the removal of dust on the load bank on a more frequent
basis, and reviewed the feasibility of sealing the tops of the pull

.boxes.

c ~

Com leted Corrective Actions: On Harch 21, 1993, the licensee had
completed the replacement of the section of CWP's 1-1 and 1-2 cables
between the switchgear and Pull Box Number 2.

Safet Si nificance

The inspector inquired about the installation of safety related
cables, especially the 4. 16 KV cables associated with the two safety
related ASW pumps. These cables are located in the same trench and



exposed to similar environmental conditions in the adjacent vaults
near the turbine building. These cables were also manufactured by
Okonite, and were fabricated from the same materials as the 12 KV
cables, but have smaller cable and insulation dimensions because of
lower current and voltage ratings.

The high potential test of the ASM pump cables has been done
routinely at each outage. Unit 1 ASM pump 1-2 power cables failed
the high potential (hi-pot) test and were replaced in November 1992.
The voltage for this test was limited by the pump motor, not by the
cable. The licensee reported that the failed cables had no signs of
jacket deterioration. Cables for Unit 1 ASM pump 1-1 passed the
high potential test during the same outage. Mi th regard to Unit 2,
the licensee replaced a portion of the cables for ASM pump 2-2 in
1989, which has since passed all high potential tests. The cables
for ASM pump 2-1 passed the high potential test during the last
Unit 2 outage. The licensee also indicated that the other under-
ground safety related cables have no pull boxes or vaults outside
the turbine building, and that their condui ts are totally covered by
concrete.

d. ~Summa r:
There have been two fai lures of buri ed 12 KV el ectr i cal cabl e to
date. Both failures involved the non-safety related Unit 1

circulating water pump cabling, which developed in-service ground
fault indications. In both failures, the cables experienced severe
jacket degradation. There have been three failures of buried 4 KV
electrical cables; however, only two of these failures involved the
safety-related auxiliary salt water pump cables. The first failure
was a in-service ground fault indication and the later was a 18
month preventative maintenance test (i.e., hi-pot) failure. The
non-safety related 4 KV power cable also involved an in-service
ground fault indication. All 4 KV and 12 KV cable failures occurred
in areas where the cables were occasionally submerged in water. In
each case, the 4 KV cables did not experience the severe jacket
degradation that the licensee observed in the 12 KV circulation pump
cabling failures.

The licensee plans to replace the safety-related auxiliary salt
water pump 1-1 cable in the conduit near the area of 12 KV cable
jacket degradation. This 4 KV cable is an original installation,
and may provide information concerning the damage mechanism. As an
additional diagnostic action, the licensee also plans to replace an
entire circuit of the 12 KV cable for circulating water pump 2-1.
The cables will be examined after removal. The licensee will
continue investigation and laboratory analysis to determine the root
cause of the failures.

This technical issue has been the subject of several. telephone
conference calls between NRR and Region V. The resident inspectors
will continue to follow licensee actions and to examine information
as it becomes available. Follow up of this issue will be tracked by
followup item 50-275/93-03-01.



No violations or deviations were identified.

5. Maintenance 62703

The inspectors observed portions of, and reviewed records on, selected
maintenance activities to assure compliance with approved procedures,
Technical Specifications, and appropriate industry codes and standards.
Furthermore, the inspectors verified that maintenance activities were
performed by qualified personnel, in accordance with fire protection and
housekeeping controls, and that replacement parts were appropriately
certified. These activities included:

~ Work Order CO 103109, Block Wall Modifications, 119-foot 4 KV Vital
Switchgear Rooms.

~ Work Order CO 111444, Replace Moore Module/Retest, Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) Heat Exchanger 2-1 Outlet.

Work Order RO 112976, EDG Starting Air Receiver Dew Point Check.

~ Work Order CO 110531, CWP 1-1, Rework Grounded Power Circuit.

Work Order CO 110612, CWP 1-1, Replace Fire Penetrations for Conduit
and Tray Fire Stops.

~ Westinghouse Test Procedure 60222-94N, Electromagnetic Interference
Mapping of Cable Spreading Room, Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 to
Support Eagle 21 Solid State Protection System (SSPS) Installation,
by National Technical Systems.

During a plant walkdown, the inspector observed a gas bottle secured to
EDG 1-1 air start piping, a safety related system. The bottle was used
for Work Order RO 112976, EDG Starting Air Receiver Dew Point Check. The
attachment of the bottle to the piping appeared inappropriate. The
inspector informed the control room, and the bottle was promptly removed.
Operations documented the problem in AR A0296500, and requested an
evaluation of the past operability of the EDG. During routine review of
the AR, Quality Control appropriately initiated Quality Evaluation QE
10497 to document the cause and corrective action of this occurrence.
This issue wi'll be followed by Unresolved Item 50-275/93-03-02 to
determine the safety significance and adequacy of corrective action for
this occurrence.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Surveillance 61726

By record review and direct observation of selected surveillance testing,
the inspectors checked compliance with TS require'ments and plant
procedures. The inspectors verified that test equipment was calibrated,
and'hat test results met acceptance criteria or were appropriately
dispositioned. These tests included:
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~ STP M-BA1, Overall Leak Rate Testing of the Personnel Air Lock.

STP I-9-F970B, RHR 2-1 Outlet Flow Channel FT-970B Calibration

STP I-16A1, Removal/Reinstatement of the SSPS Train "A" for Actu-
ation Logic Testing and/or Maintenance During Mo'des 1, 2, 3, or 4.

~ STP I-16A2A, Train "A" Actuation Logic Test of the Protection System
Logic, Including Master Relays and Reactor Trip Breakers (Mode 1, 2,
3, or 4).

~ STP I-16A3, Reinstatement of the SSPS Train "A" Actuation Logic
Testing and/or .Maintenance During Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4.

No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Review of Non-Conformance Re orts E ui ment uglification of Reactor
Head Vent Valve Position Indication NCR DCO-92-EN-N005 40500

The inspectors reviewed a sample of closed Non-Conformance (NCRs)
reports. These reports generally appeared to have been properly
dispositioned. However, the inspectors identified the following
concern:

~ The licensee installed a reactor vessel head vent system according
to commitments to NUREG 0737. NUREG 0737 provides guidance to
install position indication for the reactor vessel head vent valves
which is qualified to the expected environment. This NCR discussed
testing by the vendor, Target Rock, which indicated that, at
pressures up to 113 psig in an accident environment, leakage current
could energize both circuits of the valve position indication
lights. The licensee concluded that operators would not be misled
by dual indi cation since the valve position indication light
energized by the leakage current would not be expected to glow as
brightly as the light indicating the true position of the valve
(AR A0261766).

The inspectors questioned this conclusion since, depending on the
life of the lamp, and based on observations of varying bulb
brightness in the control room, the correctly energized indication

'ould already be dim. The licensee concluded that operations
personnel would not be mislead by both valve position indication
lights bei ng energized, since reactor vessel pressure indication
would show conclusively whether or not the vessel was isolated.
Additionally, the licensee had later documented that test data
provided by 'Hestinghouse demonstrated i ntegri ty of the indi cation
system at 78 psig, which exceeded the licensee's design basis
pressure of 47 psig. The licensee concluded that the Target Rock
testing at 113 psig indicating inadequate environmental qualifi-
cation was excessively conservative for the licensee's design basis
conditions. Although this conclusion was not readily apparent from
the documentation of the NCR, the issue appeared to have been

satisfactorily resolved.
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No violations or deviations were identified.

8. Licensee Event Re ort LER Followu 92700

The following LERs were reviewed and closed based on the licensee's root
cause determination and .corrective actions:

Unit 1: 92-017, Revision 0 Hissed Surveillance of Noble Gas Decay
Tank

92-003, Revision 1

Unit 2: 91-001, Revision 0

91-004, Revision 0

Inaccurate Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)
and Atmospheric Dump Valve (AOV) Flow
Values for Accident Analysis
(Voluntary)

Containment Ventilation Isolation Due
to Personnel Error

Uni denti fied Reactor Cool ant System
(RCS) Leakage of 1.2 GPH due to Error
in Surveillance Test

Unit 1 Leaka e Past a Valve Results in Potential For Inade uate ECCS

Flow or SI Pum Runout LER 92-19 Revision 0 0 en

On September, 15, 1992, the licensee determined that, during a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA), bypass flow leakage through isolation valves SI-
8802A and B may result in inadequate cold leg injection flow or safety
injection (SI) pump runout. The licensee attributed this event to
inadequate system design, which did not properly address the flow charac-
teristics of the valves. In summary, the licensee concluded that, based
on calculations and the history of valve operation, the plant had never
been in a condition which would have allowed this bypass flow to occur.
The inspector's examination of these conclusions is discussed below.

Detailed Oescri tion: Valves SI-8802A and B are four-inch SI system
double disk gate valves which isolate the cold leg injection path from
the hot leg injection path., Because thermal binding of this type of
valve had been experienced in the'ast, the vendor, Anchor Darling, with
Westinghouse, developed a modification which added a 3/4 inch pressure
equalization line. This line was designed to equalize pressure between
the higher pressure side of the valve, in this case the RCS system, and
the space between the valve disks. As a result of this pressure
equalization path, a flow path can be created if the RCS (normally the
higher pressure) side becomes the lower pressure side. Fluid from the
now higher pressure side (the ECCS system) would push the valve disc on
the higher pressure side off its seat. Fluid would then flow under the
disc and into the RCS via the equalization line. The vendor recognized
the generic design vulnerability, although this specific ECCS
installation was not addressed. The vendor recommended against relying
on the downstream side of the valve to isolate flow,if the differential
pressure were reversed.
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Potential Safet Si nificance and Generic Im lications: During a LOCA,

differential pressure across the valve would reverse if RCS pressure
dropped below safety injection pump discharge pressure. This would
result in the potential for ECCS flow'o be robbed from the cold leg
injection header, and for increased ECCS flow to cause SI plump runout.
Any use of a double disc gate valve in an application with reversal of
differential pressure could pose the same design vulnerability. This
.issue therefore has potential generic industry implications. The licen-
see has communicated this concern to Westinghouse, since the recommenda-
tion to install this type of valve (with a pressure equalization line) in
this system configuration was provided by Westinghouse in response to
industry concerns for double disc gate valve bonnet pressurization.

Immediate Corrective Actions: As documented in LER 1-92-19, Revision 0,
the licensee determined that the 3/4-inch globe valve installed in the
equalizing line, SI-8890, could be throttled to I/O turn open to provide
an over-pressure protection path which would relieve any pressure bui ld-

. up between the valve discs, and also adequately restrict ECCS flow
through the equalization line.

Past 0 erabi lit : The licensee also stated that, for past operability,
valves 8802A and B were considered leak tight (and therefore operable)
since, based on a history search oF plant operations, no differential
pressure or flow has existed during the valve closure stroke. This was

considered a basis for operability since the licensee calculations
concluded that the excess force of the valve stroke was converted into
significant wedging force which would prevent leakage under worst case
design basis event differential pressure. Based on these calculations,
and on the system configuration during which the valves are closed, the
licensee concluded that no disc leakage would have occurred during any
design basis event.

Ins ector Concerns: Based on discussions with the licensee, the
inspector identified the following concerns:

Gate Valve Leaka e: The licensee stated that the double disc gate
valve SI-8802 would not be expected to leak under LOCA conditions,
although the valve manufacturer does not guarantee leak tightness
under these differential pressure condi tions. Based on the valve
design, and as explained above, leakage would be expected, if
differential pressure across the valve were to be reversed. The
licensee determined that a maximum of 700 psid would be expected
across the valve during a worst case design basis accident. The
licensee calculated that seating force, transferred into wedging
force, would be sufficient to prevent leakage under the seat. The

. inspector asked if the maintenance records for the valves had been
reviewed to determine if the assumed configuration of the valves had
be'en altered after installation. The licensee performed a review of
maintenance records and determined that the valves had not been
altered from original configuration. The NRC's review of the

. licensee's calculations to determine past ECCS system operability
will be completed at a later date (Followup Item 50-275/93-03-03).
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E uali zation Valve Closed ) 4 Turn: The inspector questioned the
assurance of the capability of the equalization valve, SI-8890, at
)/4 turn open, to be opened enough to relieve pressure yet closed
enough to restrict flow to within the 16 gpm ECCS flow leakage
limitation. The licensee based this capability on the valve
coefficient (Cv) curve, as well as the valve's mechanical
tolerances. The licensee determined that at a pressure of )500
psig, flow through the valve would be expected to be about 5 gpm.
The valve stem diameter of 0.7 inches, as well as the stem thread
pitch of )0 threads per inch, and an anticipated maximum
differential pressure of 700 psig, formed the basis for the
inspector's accepting the licensee's conclusions. The inspector
noted that the licensee had not reviewed maintenance records to
verify the assumption that the valve configuration had not changed
since initial installation. The licensee subsequently verified that
the mechanical tolerances had not been changed. Based on the above
discussion, the licensee's conclusions of current and future
operability of the ECCS system appeared to have sufficient basis.

Root Cause Investi ation: The licensee stated that a lack of full
understanding of the ECCS design basis functions and characteristics
of the valve design in this specific installation allowed this
vulnerability to be overlooked until now. The significance of the
vulnerability was identified during the licensee's design basis
review. The licensee's generic corrective action is to continue
design basis reviews and design basis reconstruction.

Hissed 0 ortuni ties: In evaluating contributing causes of this
deficiency, the licensee identified that opportunities had been
missed which could have identified that this vulnerability existed.
During )984 startup testing and during October )99) Generic Letter
89-)0 valve testing, leakage through the equalization line had been
postulated and observed without recognition of the consequences of
this leakage regarding the ECCS design basis. The licensee consi-
dered that the design basis reconstruction program, which identified
this issue, and other engineering group programs are continuing to
raise the level of engineers'xpertise and awareness of design
basis requirements.

Valves of Similar Desi n: The licensee also identified all valves
of similar design in the plant and reviewed the expected design
service to determine if this vulnerability existed for other valves.
The licensee concluded that similarly designed valves are not used
in applications which would be subject to this weakness.

The inspector identified that, during power operations, two safety
related )4-inch RHR system valves, RHR-870) and RHR-8702, are
installed in series on either side of a piping dead leg. Each valve
has an equalizing line. Given the licensee's calculations that
double disc valves with equalizing lines can remain leak tight under
high differential pressure, the inspector identified a concern that
this dead leg in the low pressure RHR system could experience
significant pressure stresses as a result of plant heatup.



The licensee evaluated this issue, and determined that the design of
the valves would allow excessive pressure to be relieved. The
design of these specific valves includes springs between the double
discs, rather than wedges, and therefore pressure relief by flow
under a disc and through the equalizing line would occur at a
sufficiently low pressure to preclude piping or component damage.
The licensee stated that the safety function of these two valves is
not compromised by this leakage since this segment is not directly
connected with RHR pump discharge nor exposed to reversal of
differential pressures during design basis ECCS functions.

~Summar: The open aspect of this issue, the adequacy of the calculation
providing a basis for past operability, will be followed by Open Item 50-
275/93-03-03.

No violations or deviations were identified.

9. Followu of 0 en Items 92701

Weakness in Understandin the Recirculation Phase Oesi n Basis 50-275
92-16-04 0 en

Several issues had been identified which appeared to have been partially
caused by insufficient understanding of design basis requirements for the
ECCS recirculation phase, In addition to the concerns discussed in NRC

inspection report 50-275/323/92-16, the inspector questioned the adequacy
of equipment qualification associated with the containment temperature
profile.

~Bk d: |h 1i dt i dthtth p t-lDCAt p t
profile was non-conservative with respect to time (NCR DC0-92-EN-N002).
The revised temperature profile resulted in high temperature conditions
being extended for longer periods of time. The peak temperature was not
changed. The licensee reviewed all (40) equipment qualification files
for containment and determined that the new temperature profile was
bounded by existing testing and analysis.

The inspector identified concerns regarding equipment qualification test
records for 10 qualification files which indicated little or no test
margin above the revised temperature profile. The licensee stated that
many of the files of concern included additional analyses which showed
considerab'le margin above the revised temperature profile, but which were
not represented in a quanti tative manner. Since the review of the basis
for adequate equipment qualification could not be completed within this
inspection report period, resolution of the adequacy of equipment
qualification with respect to the revised temperature profile will be
followed by Open Item 50-275/93-03-04.

When questioned by the inspector as to whether this issue was reportable,
or whether the FSAR had been updated to reflect the revised temperature
profile, the licensee responded that the revised temperature profile was
not reportable since evaluations had concluded there was adequate design
margin. Also, since the FSAR did not include a post-LOCA temperature
profile, no update to the FSAR would be required.
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No viol ati ons or devi ati ons were i denti fied.

10. Licensee Briefin on Reor anization of the ualit Assurance Or anization

On March 17, 1993, licensee representatives met with NRC management
representatives in the Region V Office to discuss the consolidation and
restructuring of the guality Assurance organization. The following
persons were in attendance:

Pacific Gas & Electric Com an

J. Sexton, Manager, guality Assurance
J. Young, Director, Procurement guality Assurance
D. Taggart, Director, guali ty Performance and Assessment
D. Hurphy, Director,

equality

Programs and Services
P. Burgess, Technical Assistant, guali ty Assurance

NRC Re ion V

K. Perkins, Director, Division of Reactor Safety and Projects
S. Richards, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety and

Projects
C. VanDenburgh, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch
P. Johnson, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 1

B. Ang, Chief, Engineering Section
H. Royack, Reactor Inspector
M. Wagner, Reactor Inspector
H. Tschiltz, Project Inspector

The licensee representatives outlined proposed changes to the guality
Assurance Organization. Details of a equality Oversight Evaluation were
presented which identified both strengths and areas for improvement
within the licensee's guali ty Assurance organization. The overall goals
of the proposed changes were consolidation and improvement in efficiency,
effectiveness and independence of the guality Assurance organization.
The changes will not be implemented until after 2R-5 refueling outage. A
copy of the materials provided by the licensee during the meeting is
provided as an attachment to this inspection report.

~Ei N

An exit meeting was conducted on March 15, 1993, with the licensee
representatives identified in Paragraph 1. The inspectors summarized the
scope and findings of the inspection as described in this report.

The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the materials
reviewed by or discussed with the inspectors during this inspection.

Attachment: Copy of materials provided by licensee (Paragraph 10)
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USNRC REGION V

PGBE QA UPDATE

AGENDA

~ Introduction - J.A. Sexton

~ Quality Oversight Evaluation
Project — J.C. Young

~ Evaluation of PGKE Supplier
Audits — J.C. Young

~ Quality Performance 8

Assessment Update — D.A. Taggart

~ Trend Program Improvements
D.A. Murphy

~ NCR Subcommittee — D.A. Murphy



USNRC REGION V - QA UPOATE

Quality Oversight Evaluation

Ob'ectives

/ Identify Strengths 8 Potential
Improvements of QA/QC
Activities

/ Identify Duplication Between
QA, QC, 8 Other Oversight
Activities

4 Develop Recommendations for
Improving The Effectiveness
8 Efficiency of QA 5 QC
Activities



VSNRC REGION V — QA UPDATE

Qualify Oversight Evaluation

A roach
a Formed Six —Man Project Team

~ Developed Project Plan

~ Prepared Oversight
Responsibility Matrix

~ Collected Data

~ PGKE Personnel
~ NRC Personnel
~ Project Team
~ Five Other Utilities

~ Analyzed Data 8 Developed
Recommendations
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Quality Oversight Evaluation

Stren ths

/ Real- Time Assessments

/ Performance-Based
Assessments

Examples

~ QC Inspections
~ QA & QC Sur veillances

SSFARs 8 SSQMls
~ PBSAs



USNRC REGION V - QA UPOATE

Qualify Oversighf Evaluation

Areas For tm rovement

~ Resulted From Pro-Active
Self - Evaluation

~ 33 Identified

~ 25 For QA 8 QC Activities
(Grouped Into 7 Categories)

I

~ 8 For Other Oversight
Activities (One Category)



USNRC REGION V — QA UPDATE

Quality Oversight Evaluation

S'ificant Recommendations
Consolidate QA, QC, & Other
Oversight Activities Into A
Single Nuclear Oversight
Department

~ Define Roles 8 Interfaces of
QA, QC, & Other Oversight
Groups In A Single Program
Directive

~ Split QC's Responsibilities Into
"In-Line" & "Off-Line"; Have QC
Retain "In-Line"; Transfer
"Off-Line" To QA

~ Improve QA's Image & Career
Path
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Quality Oversight Evaluation

Si nificant Recommendations cont'd

~ increase QA 8 QC Personnel's
"Time ln The Field"

~ Eliminate QA/QC Duplication

s Enhance QPR Trending

~ Re-Evaluate & Redefine OSRG's
Role

~ Locate As Many of QA & Other
Oversight Groups At The Site
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FUNCTIONAL RECOMMENDATIONOF OVERSIGHT DEPARTMENT

SR VP
NPO

NUCLEAR
OVERSIGHT

D E PART ME NT

OUALITY
ASSURANCE

OU ALITY
CONTROL

NUCLEAR
SAFETY

ENGINEERING

~ Internal Audits 8
Sur veil lances

~ Supplier Audits

~ Source surveillances
~ QA Program Mgmt
~ NCR Oversight 8

Verification
~ Special Assessments

(e.g., NET-type, BOP
INPO, SALP, SSFARs,

SSOMI s)

~ DCPP Maint/Mod
Inspections 8 NDE

~ DCPP Receipt
Inspections

~ GC Maint/Mod
Inspections

~ Source Inspections
~ Procedures,

Procurement Documents,
8 AR Reviews

~ QE Verification
~ Work Order Reviews
~ DCN 8 RPE reviews

~ OSRG Functions
~ OEA Functions
~ Rel. Engr. Functions

(including HFE)

~ QA's R8 A Functions
~ QA's Trending Functions
~ NOS'roc. Support
~ NOV Reviews
~ Safety Analysis Reviews
~ NSOC Chairman

MsccI1 17, 1993
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Qualify Oversight Evaluation

Status of Recommendations

/ Consolidated Organization To
Be Adopted

~ No changes until after 2R5

~ Manager will be located at DCPP

~ Transition Team to develop org.
details 8 Transition Plan by 6/1/93

/ Most Recommendations To Be Adopted

~ New Manager to be involved in
decisions

~ New Manager to be responsible
for implementation

March 17. 1993
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Supplier Audit Evaluation

Back round

/ NRC Raised Concerns About
PGKE Audit of PEP (2/20/92)

/ PG&E Issued NCR: QA-N004
(2/24/92)

J NRC Performed Inspection of
PGKE's Qualification of PEP
(3/10- 1 7/92)

NRC Issued Two NOVs (4/8/92)

/ Resolution Required Evaluation
of PGKE's Supplier Audits
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Supplier Audit Evaluation

Evaluation Sco e

~ Adequacy of PG8 E's 1989 Audit
of PEP (Audit 89295S)

~ Adequacy of Other Supplier
Audits Performed In The
Same Timeframe As 892 95S

~ Adequacy of Today's Supplier
Audits
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Supplier Audit Evaluation

Evaluation Results

~ AUDIT 89295S:

~ Audit Was Inadequate 8

Sent False Signal

~ Audit Inadequacy Stemmed From;

LTA Audit Planning
QA Department Environment

March 17 ~ 1993
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Supplier Audit Evaluation

Evaluation Results cont'd
~ OTHER AUDITS PERFORMED

DURING 8/89 -
1 2/90:

~ 74 Audits Reviewed By
PGBE Personnel

~ 9 Found Unsatisfactory, With
7 Between 10/89 — 2/90

Due to Lack of Sufficient
Objective Evidence to Support
Audit Conclusions

No Impact on Plant

~ No Unsatisfactory Audits
Found After 8/90
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Supplier Audit Evaluation

Evaluation Results cont'd

~ TODAY'S AUDITS

~ Sample of 38 Audits Reviewed
By Pair of independent
Consultants

~ Sample Spanned 8/89 IQ-/92

~ Substantiated Results'f
PG&E Review

~ Found No Inadequate Audits
After 8/90

~ Concluded Today's Audits
Are Better Than Industry
Average



USNRC REGIOhl V - I GBE QA
QUALITYPERFORMANCE 8 ASSESSMENT

QPB A Or anization

~ QPBA Organized Functionally
versus Programrnatically

~ Engineering 8 Modifications
~ Maintenance
~ Nuclear Technical Programs
~ Chemical, Radiological

Emergency Preparedness
~ Operations

~ Operations and the Chem., Rad. &
EP Sections Developed In 1992
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Q,UALITYPERFORMANCE 8 ASSESSMENT

QP &A Staffin

~ 31 Engineers & Auditors

~ 7 Previously Licensed SROs/ROs

~ 25 Degreed, 17 Degreed Engineers

~ 1992 Changes Strengthened:

~ Operations
~ Rad. Protection 8 Chemistry
~ Security
~ Maintenance

~ 18 Years Average Nuclear
576. Years Collective Nuclear
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QP8.A STAFFlNG

Enhancement of Technical De th
~ Expanded Utility Tech. Exchanges

. ~ Enhanced Training Developed
and Provided:

~ QA Auditor Training (New 8

Requalification in 1993)

~ Performance-Based Auditing 8

Surveillance

~ Root Cause Analysis

~ Technical Review Group

~ DCPP Technical Staff

~ Other Technical Training
(Fire Protection, EQ,
Reliability Based Maint.,
Systems)
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Quality Performance 8 Assessment

1992 S ecial Assessments

Vendor Manuals

SSFAR: Intermediate Head
Safety injection

Licensed Operator Medical Evals
8 Security Physicals (Follow-up)

Nuclear Insurance Documentation

6th D/G Assessments (Quarterly)

J'lock Wali Assessments

Shot Peening Assessment

Balance of Plant Assessment

J Setpoint Control Assessment

Operator Readings
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Quality Performance 8 Assessment

3992 S ecial Assessments cont'd

1R5 SSOMI Design Assessment

Mixed Waste Assessment

DEH Turbine Controller Software
Quality Assessment

Scaffolding Program

Very High Radiation Area Controls

Rad. Surveys in Security Zones

J 1R5 SSOMI installation Assessment

Outage Safety Plan Assessments

J Systems Engineering Assessment

J'R5 Maintenance Quality Assessment
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Quality Performance 8 Assessment

1992 Assessment Results

~ 190 Audit Findings

~ '1 5 NCRs

~ 96 Formal Recommendations
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QPBA 1992 Assessements

Si nificant Issues

~ Overtime Administration

~ DCM Category I Surveillance
Requirements in STPs

Plant Test Engineering
Problem Reporting

~ Tech. Spec. Document Control

~ Westinghouse Motor Procurement

~ Long Term Recirc. Arrangement

~ Valve RHR-8703 Single Failure

~ Safety Injection Pump Runout

~ 4KV Breakers

~ Shelf/Service Life
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Quality Performance 8 Assessment

1993 S ecial .Assessments

~ RHR SSFAR

~ Comprehensive Procurement
Assessment

~ 2R5 SSOMI Installation

~ 2R5 Maintenance Quality
Assessment (MQA)

~ Environmental Qualification

~ Balance of Plant Assessment

a 6th Diesel Generator
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Trend Program lmprovemenfs

Back round

4 Need Identified In 1991

4 QA Objective In 1992

~ Evaluate Current Program
~ Survey Other Utilities
~ Make Recommendations

4 WANO Area for Improvement

4 Quality Oversight Recommendation
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Trend Program Improvements

Surve

~ 44 Utilities Sent Questionnaires

~ 27 Responded (67%)

2 Plants Visited

~ St. Lucie
~ Callaway

Results

~ 65% Revising Programs
~ 67% Report Quarterly
~ All Trend Audit Findings

85% Tl end Nonconformances
~ . 78% Trend LERs
~ 56% Trend NOVs
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Trend Program Improvements

1993 Im rovements

Established Closure Performance
Goals for Each Department

J Issuing Trend Report Quarterly

Developing Common Cause/Trend
Coding System

~ Evaluate issuing Two Levels of
Reports to Management

~ Evaluate Trending Program for
Supplier Audit Findings
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NCR SUBCOMMITTEE

TOPICS

~ Background

S

~ Purpose

~ Membership

~ NCR Review Process

s Review Criteria

~ NSOC Report

March 1T ~ 1993



NCR SUBCOMMITTEE

BACKGROUND

i'ONPRAC Changed to NSOC
January 1992

/ NSOC Membership and Focus
Changed

~ Higher levels of management

~ More outside members

~ Use of subcommittees

~ Bigger picture oversight

/ QA Directed to Establish
First Subcommittee

~ NCR Subcommittee Charter
approved in July 1992



NCR SUBCOMMITTEE

PURPOSE/FUNCTION

PURPOSE (From Charter):

"To perform reviews of NCRs, LERs
and NOVs...and identify and report
significant issues to NSOC."

FUNCTION (From Charter):

"...to provide assurance that significant
events are reviewed and reported to
NSOC. The Subcommittee may also
report on. any recurring. problems
or trends."



NCR SUBCOMMITTEE
ORGANI2ATION

Chairman

QA Manager

Members

NSARA Lic. Engineer
QA Trend Analyst

DCPP QA Engineer
DCPP QC NCR Evaluator

QA NCR Evaluator

Advisors

NTS VP Tech. Assistant
QSRG Engineer

QA Director

March 17, 1993



NCR SUBCOMMITTEE

REVIEW PROCESS

INDIVIDUAL REVIEW:

~ Members
~ Specific departments
~ Established criteria (Charter)
~ Ongoing

~ Advisors
~ Provide supporting information
~ Can identify specific issues

COMMITTEE REVIEW:

~ MemberslAdvisors present NCRs
to Committee

~ Committe discusses and decides
those to report to NSOC

~ May put some in "watch" file



NCR SUBCOMMITTEE
REVIEW CRITERIA

l~
~ ~Criteria in the Charter

~ Any One Criteria Met Puts
the NCR on the Report

~ 4 Deal With Impact on the Plant

~ Potential Tech Spec Violations
~ Increased Shutdown Probability
~ Increased Maintenance/Repair
~ Potential Reliability Impact

~ 8 Look at Timeliness Concerns

~ 7 Others Deal with Safety, Industry
or NRC Issue, Impact on Operator's,
Potential for Damage



0

NCR SVBCOMMITTEE

NSOC REPORT

~ Sent to Members 2 Weeks Prior
to NSOC Meeting

Presents Significant NCRs

/ Summary/ Why Significant/ Status

~ Lists All New NCRs Opened

~ Lists All LERs Issued

~ Lists NRC Violations for Current
SALP Period by SALP Category

~ Presents Table of Region V NOVs
by Level and Plant

L. CHANDLER

HS 15B18


